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Customised services
to meet your particular needs

TRAILER AND ASSET SOLUTIONS
Closely monitor your trailers, assets and cargo

TX-TRAILERGUARD
This robust, rechargeable and powerful high-end trailer telematics unit brings the expertise of WABCO and Transics
together in a state-of-the-art solution. The unit acts as a real-time communication hub between trailer and back office.
TX-TRAILERGUARD sources data from (1) all major brands of trailer EBS, reefer and data logger systems, (2) various
peripherals and sensors (e.g. temperature sensors, door lock systems) and (3) available WABCO braking, stability,
efficiency and safety systems.
FMS reaches a new level of excellence by intelligently processing and visualising exhaustive truck, driver and trailer
information in one back office platform. TX-TRAILERGUARD enables fleet owners to aim at cost reductions (penalties,
breakdown and maintenance), efficiency optimisation, driving style improvement, effective maintenance scheduling,
environmental care and the elevation of overall safety & security standards on the road.

TX-TRACE
This tracer pinpoints the exact location of your vehicles more frequently, both during driving and standstill. As a result, you
have more detailed info on the route the trailer has travelled, which allows you to carefully reconstruct it and estimate the
arrival time. This data can then be used to send correct subcontractors’ kilometre-based invoices. Furthermore, you can
monitor the temperature conditions of the cargo and detect the opening and closing of doors. If coupled to the truck, the
tracer will be charged. If uncoupled, it can run on batteries for several weeks.

TX-GEO
This autonomous tracer recognises and localises your trailers and assets. You receive information on the location of the
trailers several times a day, so that you have a complete insight into the number of trailers on the road or not in use.
The temperature conditions of the cargo can be monitored. The tracer can be mounted fast, easily and discreetly. It is
a robust device that is resistant to rugged environments. Its powerful battery ensures it works smoothly for four years
on end.
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What are Trailer and Asset Solutions?

How to use Trailer and Asset Solutions?

Trailer and Asset Solutions are a family of trailer tracers offering different features, adapted to your trailers and assets. The connection

After the installation of the tracers on the trailer and the back office set-up, the tracers start communicating in real time with

with trailer peripherals (EBS system, door contacts, temperature sensors, cooling unit, data logger) and integration into the powerful

TX-CONNECT, so planners at the home base can monitor everything that happens on the road.

TX-CONNECT back office platform result in an overall solution for truck, trailer, driver and cargo.
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Why use Trailer and Asset Solutions?
With the Trailer and Asset Solutions, you intelligently visualise and process exhaustive truck, driver and trailer information in one allembracing back office platform. The trailer tracers perfectly address all needs in trailer management, by offering info that ranges from
simple track and trace functionalities to extended EBS technical data.

Reduced costs (penalties,
breakdown, maintenance)

Optimise efficiency

Improve driving style

Effectively schedule
maintenance

Care about the environment

Elevate overall safety and
security standards on the road

